Muzzleloader
BB - 26/27
CB - 25
WL - 36/37
Visit = 894

Youth
BB - 1
CB - 2
WL - 0
Visit = 3

1st Split Archery
BB - 10
CB - 3
WL - 11
Visit = 19

2nd Split Archery
BB - 4
CB - 1
WL - 1
Visit = 483

Visitation: 3689 + 517 + 1019 = 2925

Total Deer Visits = 3427
Total Harvest = 235

Total Squirrel Visits: 1st 653
2nd 69

Hog - 8
Beaver - 1
Coot - 1
Rabbit - 2
Coyote - 1

426 Squirrel
378 squirrels
26 rabbits
404 squirrels - Total

BB
257 visits - 1st split
136 sq. - 1st split
2 rabbits

2nd split = 692 visits
7 squirrels
1 hog
Visitation = 19 people
9 kids, 9 chaperones
1 scouts

Harvest = 1 doe
1st Split Visitation = 154
Harvest: 3 bucks
3 does
6.

2nd Split = 33
1 doe
1926 buck
33
689 rails
Cross Bayou

Visits - 150
- 1st split
82 squirrels
1 raccoon

13 squirrels - 2nd split
17 visits - 2nd split
Visitation: 28 - 12 kids/12 chaperones
4 scouting
Harvest: 2 doe
1st split - visitation = 160
harvest = 4 bucks
   3 does

2nd split - visitation = 7
harvest = 1 doe
   6 bucks

Total = 15 does
   860 bucks

Archery = 3.5
Visitation = 284
Harvest = 13 doe
10 buck
1st Split
240 Watts

2nd Split
180 Watts

Squirrel or Rabbit
Visitation = 22  11 kids/11 chaperones
0 killed
1st split
visitation = 169
harvest = 5 doe
le bucks

2nd
harvest = 36 buck
harvest = 26 doe
visitation = 1019

Archery
Visitation 348
Harvest - 20 doe
14 buck
34